
AI is front & center today on the agenda of business leaders.  Leveraging new 
advances in data, analytics & AI is essentially a mission-critical strategy; 
either adopt or be left behind.  Effective engagement with clients is on 
the front line.  Companies must leverage technology to optimize customer 
engagement, provide the right solutions at the right time, & enable customers 
with intuitive self-service which anticipates needs & offers proactive 
recommendations. Sales & marketing teams must also be armed. Who are 
the ideal customers for targeted offers? What buying signs exist? What 
emerging trends are we seeing from industry groups? How do I arm our field 
teams with knowledge they need when they need it? AI holds the promise of 
powerfully solving all these challenges, & many more.

Facilitated workshops to uncover 
needs & goals of your organization 
& clients & help set the goals of 
an AI journey.

An ever-increasing level of hype exists around leveraging data 
& AI to make businesses run better.

The data needed is locked in silos or sitting in unstructured piles outside of 
your Salesforce platform. Organizations struggle to understand what data 
they have, where it sits, what value it contains, & how to organize it for 
easy, rapid access via analytics & AI platforms.

Reality sets in.

AI & Data 
Consulting

Uncover your current data landscape 
& map the journey to the optimized 
data architecture under your Salesforce 
CRM.  Design the data lake, required 
databases, & the path to migrate.

Data 
Architecture

Build your data lake & required 
database environment. Rapidly 
& securely migrate to your new 
optimized environment.

Data Structure 
Implementation

Leverage domain-leading experience 
with iPaaS & ETL, bridging the way 
between larger data architecture 
solutions & the path to customer 
success through Salesforce solutions.

Salesforce 
Integration

Collaborate with expert guides in 
the visualization & articulation of 
use cases, journeys & personas 
– always tethering complex 
solutions to real-world outcomes.

Use Case 
Creation

Access Global Group is a Salesforce Summit level partner, placing us in 
the top 1% of registered Salesforce partners globally, with nearly two 
decades of experience in Salesforce support, maintenance, & managed 
services. Our team of certified experts knows Salesforce inside & 
out, meaning that when they come to you, no stone is left unturned 
& any conflicts are quickly addressed with agility & accuracy. With 
5-star ratings on the Salesforce AppExchange & G2, our team offers 
a unique blend of global deployment expertise coupled with the agility 
of a boutique firm & a one-of-a-kind project methodology that places 
our clients at the forefront of every decision. Your successes are our 
successes, so we’re dedicated to providing solutions that align with 
your evolving requirements & aspirations.

Access Global Group
Catalyzing Your Leap into AI-Driven Software 
Solutions Since 2018. Central to our mission is a 
handpicked team of top-tier, Top 1% developers, 
leveraging advanced AI platforms & our distinctive 
‘Humans in the Loop’ approach. We go beyond 
conventional software development to turbocharge 
your enterprise applications, reimagine outdated 
systems, & harness the power of your data. Embrace 
a future where your business is transformed by data-
driven insights & AI innovation. With PeerIslands, 
you’re not just adopting technology; you’re 
spearheading the AI revolution in your industry.

Combined Expertise

SALESFORCE 
INTEGRATED DATA 
ENGINEERING 
Harness The Combined Expertise of World-Class Leaders in Salesforce 
& AI-Driven Software Solutions to Pave The Way For AI Success.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Both AGG, for Salesforce Consulting, & PeerIslands, for AI-Driven Software Solutions, are in 
the top 1% of their domains. Benefit from world-class Data/AI & Salesforce capabilities. Our 
combined expertise uniquely enables your organization to both envision & actualize AI success.

Best of Both Worlds
AGG & PeerIslands possess global SI 
capabilities, without the overhead, complexity 
or cost, while remaining boutique-nimble.

PeerIslands

Together, we can unlock new 
possibilities for your business. 

Our Services

Why Choose Us

Why Why

Contact Us 

Strategic 
Partnership
Datasheet 

To learn more about how our partnership can 
benefit your business, contact us today! 
Contact Page or sales@acsgbl.com

This is NOT a new problem, but enabling technology & related 
expertise have changed dramatically. 

That’s where we can help.

https://acsgbl.com/contact-us/
mailto:sales%40acsgbl.com?subject=AGG%20%26%20PeerIslands%20Connect

